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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper looks at The Nautical Institute Dynamic Positioning Operator’s certificate scheme. It 
describes the training and certification of DP operators and the validation of training centres. It 
does not address any of the other areas of training such as refresher or specific position measuring 
equipment training, although these are mentioned. 
 
The scheme has been in operation since 1984 and more than 2000 certificates have been issued. 
The Norwegian Maritime Directorate has operated a similar scheme and both enjoy reciprocal 
recognition. Furthermore this scheme has been recognised at the International Maritime 
Organisation through MSC/Circ.738 Guidelines for Dynamic Positioning System (DP) Operator 
Training. 
 
DYNAMIC POSITIONING OPERATOR TRAINING 
 
The progress of a trainee through The Nautical Institute scheme is recorded in a dedicated 
logbook. This logbook contains spaces for entries relating to the completion of each of the six 
consecutive stages of training recommended within the scheme. These stages are described 
below. 
 

A. DP Induction/Basic course. 
 

This course, normally run at a shore-based centre, is of 4 or 4½ days duration and provides 
an introduction to the principles and practice of DP systems and operations. It is intended 
for ships’ personnel already qualified as watchkeepers, but with little or no DP experience. 
Space is provided in the DP logbook for the recording of the successful completion of this 
course by the training centre. 

  
The Induction/Basic course covers the following topics: - 
 
(a) General principles of dynamic positioning. 
(b) Elements of a DP system. 
(c) Position reference systems and other sensors; their principles of operation, their use, 

operational merits and limitations. 
(d) Practical demonstration and operation of a typical DP system. 
(e) DP vessel operations. Hazards associated with certain types of operation, e.g. shallow 

water and strong tides. 
(f) Power generation, distribution and management. 
(g) DP watchkeeping and watch handover procedures. Documentation. Communications. 

 
On completion of the induction/basic course the trainee should be able to: - 
 

(i) Outline the principles of DP. 
(ii) Recognise the component parts of a DP system. 
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(iii) Understand the relationship between vessel movement, position reference 
systems, sensors, computers, propulsion units and feedback. 

(iv) Understand the concept of redundancy.  
(v) Understand the DP modes of control. 
(vi) Describe the operation of sensors and common position reference systems. 
(vii) Describe the operation of computers. 
(viii) Describe propulsion units, types and configurations. 
(ix) Understand power supply, redundancy and management. 

 
(x) Conduct communication and watch handover procedures. 

 
 Further details of the aims and objectives of this course and the subsequent 

 Simulator/Advanced course are given in Annex 1. 
 

B. Sea-going DP familiarisation period of 30 days on board DP-capable vessel(s).  
            

C. Sea-going DP familiarisation Watchkeeping Log 
 
The DP logbook contains a section listing various activities and tasks to be completed 
during the 30 day familiarisation period. It is not necessary for the vessel to be engaged 
in DP operations for the whole of this period, as some of the activities may be completed 
with the vessel underway or even alongside. These activities relate to shiphandling, 
control systems, computer systems, position measuring systems, sensors, propulsion 
units, power systems and UPS. The Master or another appropriate person must confirm 
the successful completion of each activity. 

 
D. DP Simulator/Advanced Operators’ course. 
 

This shore-based course is, again, of 4 or 4 ½ days duration. It is conducted at a training 
centre equipped with a sophisticated DP simulator facility. The course is intended for 
those who have successfully completed stages A, B and C of The Nautical Institute 
scheme. It provides the trainee with the opportunity to plan and conduct DP operations 
using DP system. The DP system is interfaced with a simulator, and is able to provide 
trainees with realistic simulation of DP scenarios, including errors and failures. This 
provides realistic training in a safe environment, without incurring the risks that would 
accompany any such training conducted using the real-ship environment. 

 
On completion of the Simulator/Advanced course the trainee should be able to: - 
 

(i) Apply the lessons learned to date. 
(ii) Operate the desk under normal and abnormal conditions. 
(iii) Discuss systems failures. 
(iv) Decide on courses of action because of systems failures. 
(v) Operate the communications. 
(vi) Analyse the trends. 
(vii) React to alarms and printer output. 
(viii) Initiate DP Alert status alarms. 
(ix) Practice effective teamwork. 

 
E. Six months DP watchkeeping experience. 
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The Nautical Institute issues DPO certificates for two levels: Full and Limited. The full 
certificate is issued to those whose DP time has been spent working in vessels of equipment 
class 2 or 3. 
 

Any person who has completed the scheme, but whose service has been limited to vessels of 
equipment class 1, i.e. where a loss of position may occur in the event of a single fault, will be 
issued with a certificate endorsed with the word “Limited”.  
 
In order to acquire an unlimited certificate the officer must meet the following requirements: - 

 
 
(a) Six months documented practical experience in the use of DP systems on 

units/vessels operating in Equipment Class 2 or 3, or 
 
(b) Twelve months documented practical experience in the use of DP systems on 

units/vessels operating Equipment Class 1. If this experience is from units/vessels 
that spend more than 50% of their operational time on DP, one month’s practice on 
units/vessels operating Equipment Class 2 or 3 is required in addition. If the 
experience is in units/vessels that spend less than 50% of their operational time on 
DP (e.g. shuttle tankers or supply ships), two months practice on units/vessels 
operating Equipment Class 2 or 3 in addition. The platform manager/Captain on the 
Equipment Class 2 or 3 vessel shall give written confirmation that the operator has 
the necessary practical experience, and that he assumes him qualified as a DP 
operator. 

 
F. Having completed stages A to E above, the trainee DPO must obtain verification from the 

Master as to his or her suitability to undertake full watchkeeping responsibility on board 
the vessel. 

 
This assessment is intended to be carried out by the Master of the vessel in which the 
trainee completed his or her DP watchkeeping. It constitutes an assessment of the 
competence of the trainee, and places the responsibility for that assessment with the 
person best able to comment upon his or her competence.     
         
Once this has been completed, the logbook may be forwarded to The Nautical Institute. If 
all is in order, the candidate will be issued with his/her DP Operator’s Certificate (Stage 
G). 

 
G. Issue of the certificate 

 
The Institute will verify the following information from the logbook:- 
(i) Signed evidence of seatime and tasks completed; 
(ii) Stamped evidence of courses attended; 
(iii) Verification by the Master in section F; 
(iv) Types of equipment and class of vessels; 
(v) DP systems in use; 
(vi) Education and certificate of competency. 

 
The routes through the training programme to certification are shown in Annex 2. 
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VALIDATION OF TRAINING CENTRES 
 
Fourteen training centres are currently approved to deliver courses within the requirements of 
stages A and C of The Nautical Institute scheme. These are listed in Annex 3 of this paper. The 
following are some notes relating to such approvals. Also details of the Institute’s new 
accreditation and validation policy, services and procedures are given in Annex 4. 
 
The validation inspection of a centre will address a number of areas in order to assess the 
suitability of the centre to conduct training to the standards required for stages A and C of the 
scheme. These areas will include: - 
 

(a) Overall training philosophy and strategy 
(b) Training equipment and simulation 
 
(c) Documentation for course, records etc. 
(d) Qualifications and suitability of training staff 
(e) Accommodation and safety 

 
The centre will need to show how it intends to conduct the training, together with the 
administration and record keeping. It must provide course structures covering each course 
conducted, together with schemes or work, lesson plans and other teaching materials. 
 
Staff involved in the delivery of DP courses must have the knowledge and competence to deliver 
this type of training. Instructors should ideally hold a qualification as watchkeeping officer or 
Master, and should have experience in the conduct of DP operations. Preferably, DP instructors 
should hold a Nautical Institute DP Operators certificate. Otherwise, instructors may be from a 
background relating to the design, manufacture and installation of DP systems. It is recommended 
and advisable that training establishment instructors are fully aware of instructional techniques 
either through courses, teaching or training qualifications. 
 
Instructors should have: 
1) a thorough technical knowledge of the subject area; 
2) good instructional skills; 
3) an open mind to enable unexpected evolutions to develop; 
4) the capability to bring together events which have taken place some of which may be quite 

unplanned into a learning format; 
5) an authoritative personality. 
 

Procedure for validation 

A training centre seeking approval for the conduct of DP courses within the scheme must initially 
apply to the Institute for such approval. The centre will be asked to furnish the Institute with 
copies of all supporting documentation related to the training proposals. This will include 
curriculum vitae and biographical data for all staff who will be involved in the training 
programmes. If this documentation appears to be in order, a date will be mutually agreed for the 
validation team to carry out an inspection visit to the centre. 
 
The Institute will send a minimum of two team members to conduct the assessment of the training 
facilities. Normally they will attend during the conduct of a simulator/advanced course and will 
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expect to talk to instructors and students undertaking training. The team will require to see the 
range and scope of simulation exercises and the way they are conducted. 
 
For a new centre there is a practical problem of advertising accredited courses before the centre 
has been validated. The practical solution is that when the centre sends in all the course 
documentation and instructor qualifications, provided they are to an acceptable standard, it will 
be given provisional validation until the formal visit. If the validation is successful the centre will 
normally be accredited for three years. If the validation is unsuccessful trainees who were seeking 
certification may be asked to attend an independent personal assessment from an approved 
individual. In the meantime the centre will be informed about the reason for the unsuccessful 
validation and will be requested to re-submit its application. The Institute aims to be supportive 
throughout this process. 
 
The Institute will, subject to a satisfactory standard being achieved and maintained, give approval 
to the training programme. The centre will be required to keep records of all the trainees 
participating on approved courses. The Institute will issue numbered certificates and maintain a 
central database of all DP certificates issued. The centre will be required to submit to a re-
validation process at three yearly intervals, which will be conducted by at least one competent 
individual appointed by the Institute. A system has now been developed in which centres are 
grouped regionally for revalidation, which brings benefits for both the Institute and the centres. 
 
The training centre will collect and collate student course evaluation form responses, containing a 
list of questions set as standard over all training centres. This data should be presented at 
revalidation/instructor meetings, and will be used for comparison purposes and to allow the 
effects of changes/improvements resulting from events such as installation of new equipment to 
be determined. 
 
In supporting the DP centres the Institute holds an annual meeting of the instructors from DP 
centres to review and develop the DP training. This meeting gives centres the opportunity to 
discuss items of mutual concern and to share ideas. Furthermore the Institute produces an 
electronic newsletter for the centres twice a year with the majority of contributions coming from 
the centres themselves. 

Validation Of On-Board Training Schemes 

In general, the shipboard environment is not the best one for the conduct of the theoretical and 
simulator-based elements of the training scheme. In order for an effective course of training to be 
conducted on board, a number of factors must be present: - 
 

i. The trainees must be fully available for attendance upon the course programme 
ii. The vessel’s DP systems must be available for practice and demonstration during the 

training 
iii. If conducting a course to fulfil the requirements of stage D of The Nautical Institute scheme 

(the DP Simulator/Advanced course), the system must be equipped with simulation of the 
standard found in approved training centres 

iv. Courses conducted must be subject to the process of course design and be accompanied by 
the documentation required 

v. Staffing of any on-board training scheme must be in the hands of personnel deemed 
competent by the Institute to conduct such training 
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For any on-board training scheme to be approved by the Institute, it must be validated in exactly 
the same way as one conducted for a shore-based centre, and be subject to the same inspections 
relating to training quality. If an on-board scheme is approved, it is important that continuity of 
training be maintained. If courses are not conducted for a period of between six months and one 
year, then the scheme may need to be re-validated in order to retain Institute approval. 
 
DP CERTIFICATE ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM 
 
Until recently all the records of dynamic positioning operator’s certificates were held in paper 
form with all the problems that brings of storage, search and retrieval. It was decided to 
commission an electronic database that would be used for the details of the applicant and the 
certificate. 
 
This system is illustrated in the following diagrams. The process involves verifying and entering 
all the details from the logbook. Once this has been done the system assigns a certificate number, 
prints the certificate, the accompanying letter and address label. It also allows the database to be 
searched by surname or by issue date. Another feature of the system allows the upgrading and 
reprinting of certificates if necessary. 
 
 
 

 
 

Diagram 2 – Details screen 
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Diagram 3 - Progress screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Diagram 4 - Certificates in progress report screen 
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This system also allows for the printing of reports of certificates either issued or under 
preparation. It will ensure an efficient service provided to both trainees for the issue of certificates 
and employers for verification of certification. 
 
 

 
 

Diagram 5 - Certificates in progress report screen 
 
 
 

 
 

Diagram 6 - Certificates issued report screen 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Currently the Institute is looking at a number of issues and developments with regard to DP 
operator training and related areas. These include the reduction of DP seatime through intensive 
simulator training, DP seatime for persons serving on board Class 0 vessels and further DP-
related courses such as position measuring equipment and refresher.  
 
The new DP certificate database is now operational and the process of entering existing records is 
being carried out.  Furthermore the Institute is looking at what may be required for the training 
and certification system to be auditable. 
 
The dynamic positioning operator training scheme has been and continues to be developed so as 
to meet the needs of all the participants and is now recognised as an international standard for DP 
operators. 
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ANNEX 1 
 
INDUCTION/BASIC COURSE 
 

1. PRINCIPLES OF DP 
1.1. Define Dynamic Positioning. 
1.2. Explain the need for Dynamic Positioning in various types of vessel. 
1.3. Describe the six freedoms of movement of a vessel. 
1.4. State which of the six freedoms of movement are controlled under DP, and 

which are monitored. 
 

2. ELEMENTS OF A DYNAMIC POSITIONING SYSTEM 
2.1. Describe the various aids to manoeuvring commonly fitted to DP vessels, 

including their advantages and disadvantages. 
2.2. Describe the control system associated with a DP system. 
2.3. Appreciate the power requirements of a DP vessel system, and describe 

typical power supply installations. 
2.4. Describe the various Position Reference systems commonly associated with 

DP installations. 
2.5. Describe the various sensor systems associated with DP installations. 
2.6. State the requirements for redundancy within a DP system. Discuss the 

methods by which redundancy is obtained within a DP system. 
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2.7. Discuss the concept of Mathematical modelling of vessel behaviour 
characteristics, and appreciate the advantages and limitations of this 
technique. 

 
3. PRACTICAL OPERATION OF A DP SYSTEM 

3.1. Demonstrate the various controls, instruments and displays incorporated into 
the DP bridge console and computer cabinets. 

3.2. Carry out the correct procedure for setting-up the DP system in both the 
Manual and Automatic modes. 

3.3. Describe the various modes of DP operation, e.g. Manual control, Semi-
automatic control, Automatic control, together with the various specialist 
functions (e.g. Follow-target, Follow-Sub, Track Follow, Auto-approach, 
Weathervane, Riser Angle mode).     

3.4. Carry out station-keeping, position and heading change manoeuvres, using 
both automatic and manual DP facilities. 

3.5. Set up a pre-defined Autotrack given turn-point co-ordinates, vessel velocity 
and heading profiles. Initiate the Autotrack facility and monitor the vessel’s 
progress along the track. 

3.6. Demonstrate the system switch-on and loading procedure, including any re-
loading procedures necessary. 

3.7. Describe the concept of Centre of Rotation, and the provision of Alternative 
Centres of Rotation. 

3.8. Describe consequence analysis as carried out by a dynamic positioning 
system 

 
4. POSITION REFERENCE SYSTEMS 

4.1. Describe the operation of a Hydro-acoustic position reference (HPR) 
system. 

4.2. Demonstrate the principles of position definition using the various forms of 
HPR system (e.g. Ultra-short, Super-short, Short and Long baseline 
principles). 

4.3. Describe the use of the various types of acoustic Beacon, Transponder, 
Responder and seabed array used in conjunction with an HPR system. 

4.4. Describe the display and configuration of the various elements in 4.3, and 
the acquisition of HPR as a position-reference for DP operations. 

4.5. Enumerate the advantages and limitations of HPR as a position-reference for 
DP. 

4.6. Describe the principles and operation of the Artemis position-reference 
system. 

4.7. Describe the procedure for setting-up and acquiring a microwave link. 
4.8. List the advantages and limitations of the Artemis position-reference 

system. 
4.9. Describe the Taut-wire position-reference system. 
4.10. Describe the procedure for deployment and recovery of the tautwire system. 
4.11. Describe the display of taut-wire reference data in the DP system. Describe 

the principle of position-reference using the taut-wire system. 
4.12. Enumerate the advantages and limitations of the taut-wire position reference 

systems. 
4.13. Describe the principles of the Differential GPS system.   
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4.14. Enumerate the sources of error and inaccuracy associated with the DGPS 
system, describing the effects on the quality of positioning. 

4.15. List the available quality data associated with the DGPS system. 
4.16. List the advantages and limitations of the DGPS system when compared 

with other PRS. 
4.17. Describe the principles used in Relative GPS systems. 
4.18. Describe the principles of the laser position reference system. 
4.19. Describe the method of setting-up a laser system to provide position 

information. 
4.20. List the advantages and limitations associated with the laser PRS. 
4.21. Discuss the relative accuracy and reliability of the five aforementioned PRS, 

together with the method used to apply weighting and pooling when more 
than one PRS is acquired. 

4.22. Describe other PRS that may be used in conjunction with a DP system. 
4.23. Describe the principle of PRS emulation, and appraise the limitations in the 

use of such techniques. 
 

5. ENVIRONMENT SENSORS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 
5.1. Describe the means of obtaining Vertical Reference for input into a DP 

system. State the importance of the provision of vertical reference. 
5.2. Describe the function of gyrocompasses and their redundancy within a DP 

system. 
5.3. Describe the provision of windsensors within the DP system. 
5.4. Describe the wind Feed-Forward facility, and its importance within the DP 

system. 
5.5. Recognise the limitations of wind sensor inputs, and understand the 

consequences of de-selecting the wind sensor input. 
5.6. Describe other sensors indicating heading, attitude and position. 
5.7. Describe and interpret messages provided on the DP system displays and on 

the printer. 
5.8. Recognise the alarms and warnings associated with catastrophic failure, i.e. 

position and/or heading Dropout.       
5.9. Take corrective actions to accept and remedy any alarm or warning 

condition. 
 

6. POWER GENERATION AND SUPPLY 
6.1. Describe the power generation and distribution arrangements in a typical 

diesel-electric DP vessel, with particular reference to system redundancy. 
6.2. Describe the power supply and distribution arrangements in a typical non-

diesel-electric DP vessel. 
6.3. Recognise the power requirements of DP vessels, and describe the concept 

of “available power”. 
6.4. Describe a typical Power Management system as installed in a DP vessel. 
6.5. Describe the provision of Uninterruptible Power Supply systems to the DP 

system, with particular reference to power shortages, failures and system 
redundancy. 

 
7. OPERATIONS USING DP 

7.1. Describe the procedures to be followed when approaching a worksite and 
transferring from conventional navigation to DP control. 
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7.2. Discuss the need for completing pre-DP and other checklists prior to and 
during DP operations. 

7.3. Explain the need for keeping logbook records of all DP operations, failures, 
incidents and repairs, including details of operation of all position reference 
systems. 

7.4. Describe the need for effective communications during the conduct of DP 
operations. 

7.5. Carry out the watch hand-over procedure, completing the appropriate 
checklist. 

7.6. Describe the UTM system of projection and co-ordinates. 
7.7. Describe the datums used in operations involving dynamic positioning 
7.8. Draw up worksite diagrams using UTM co-ordinates, and plan DP 

operations using this diagram. 
7.9. Plan for emergency and contingency situations and procedures. 
7.10. Interpret ERNs, Capability diagrams, “Footprint” plots and other data 

relating to the capability of the vessel to carry out the proposed tasks.  
7.11. List the various documents containing statutory requirements and guidance 

relating to DP operations. 
7.12. With reference to the IMO guidelines for DP vessels, describe the 

Equipment Classes and their application. 
7.13. List the various Classification Society notations with reference to system 

and vessel redundancy and to the Equipment Classes. 
7.14. Describe the arrangements made for the conduct of DP operations in 

specialist vessels as follows: 
7.14.1.              Diving and underwater support vessels 
7.14.2.              Drillships (with special reference to the Riser Angle mode of  

  operation) 
7.14.3.              Cable lay and repair vessels 
7.14.4.              Pipelay vessels 
7.14.5.              Rockdumping and dredging vessels 
7.14.6.              Shuttle tanker and FPSO operations 
7.14.7.              Accommodation and flotel units 
 
7.14.8.              Crane barges and construction vessels 
7.14.9.              Supply and standby vessels 
7.14.10.            Cruise and passenger vessels 
7.14.11.    Other vessel types 

7.15. Enumerate and describe the hazards associated with DP operations 
conducted in areas of shallow water and strong tidal conditions. Describe 
also the hazards associated with operations in very deep water. 
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ANNEX 2 
 

DP Basic/Induction
course

30 days' seagoing DP
familiarisation

DP Advanced/
Simulator course

6 months' DP
watchkeeping

experience on Class 2
or 3 DP vessels

6 months' DP
watchkeeping

experience on Class 1
DP vessels

Limited DP certificate

Further 6 months' DP
watchkeeping

experience on Class 1
DP vessels

If on Class 1 vessels
operating in DP for

more than 50% of the
time

If on Class 1 vessels
operating in DP for less

than 50% of the time

1 months' DP
watchkeeping

experience on Class 2
or 3 DP vessels

2 months' DP
watchkeeping

experience on Class 2
or 3 DP vessels

Statement of suitability
by the Master of Class

2 DP vessel

Statement of suitability
by the Master

Full DP certificate
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ANNEX 3 

DP TRAINING CENTRES 
 

Centre Address, Phone, Fax, E-mail & Website 

Aberdeen College 

Gallowgate 
Aberdeen, AB25 1BN 
T: +44 1224 612157 
F: +44 1224 612001 
E: w.milne@abcol.ac.uk 
W: www.abcol.ac.uk 

Ålesund University 
College 

Larsgårdsvegen 2 
N-6025 Ålesund 
T: +47 70 16 12 00  
F: +47 70 16 13 00 
E: norvald.kjerstad@hials.no 
W: www.hials.no 

Alstom Technical 
Training Center 

10801 Kempwood Road, Suite One 
Houston, TX 77043 
P: +1 713 895 0068 
F: +1 713 895 0072 
E: doug.olson@powerconv.alstom.com 
W: www.powerconv.alstom.com 

Diamond Offshore, 
Houston 

15415 Katy Freeway, Suite 100 
Houston, TX 77094 
P: +1 281 647 2112 (Direct) 
F: +1 281 647 2285 
E: jmashburn@dodi.com 
W: www.diamondoffshore.com 

Høgskolen 
Stord/Haugesund 
 

Dep. Of Safety Training 
Haglandsveien 20 
5514 Haugesund 
P: +47 52 70 28 00 
F: +47 52 70 28 01 
E: th@utgard.hsh.no 
W: www.hsh.no 

Kongsberg Simrad 
Training Centre, 
Houston 

7225 Langtry Street 
Houston, TX 77040-6632 
T: +1 713 934 8885 
F: +1 713 934 8886 
E: tony.a.havelsrud@kongsberg-simrad.com 
W: www.kongsberg-simrad.com  

Kongsberg Simrad, 
Norway 

P.O.Box 483 
N-3601 Kongsberg 
T: +47 32 86 50 00 
F: +47 32 73 59 87 
E: bjorn.lovaas@kongsberg-simrad.com  
W: www.kongsberg-simrad.com 
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Lowestoft College 

St. Peter’s Street 
Lowestoft, NR32 2NB 
T: +44 1502-525055 
F: +44 1502-500031 
E: d.bray@lowestoft.ac.uk 
W: www.lowestoft.ac.uk 

Maersk Training Centre, 
Denmark 

4 Dyrekredsen 
Rantzausminde    
DK-5700 Svendborg   
Tel: +45 63 21 99 99    
Fax: +45 63 21 99 49    
E: mtc@mtcdk.dk 
W: www.mtcdk.dk 

Marine Institute ‘Willem 
Barentz’ 

Postbus 26 
8800AA Terschelling West 
T: +31 562 44 66 00 
F: +31 562 44 66 01 
E: mstc@mi.nhl.nl 
W: www.mi.nhl.nl 

Marine Institute, 
St. John’s 

PO Box 4920 
St. John’s 
Newfoundland, A1C 5RS 
T: +1 709 778 0200 
F: +1 709 778 0664 
E: GlennFiander@mi.mun.ca 
W: www.mi.mun.ca 

Nautronix Technical 
Training Center, 
Houston 

6611 Portwest, Suite 120 
Houston, TX 77024 
T: +1 713 880 2866 
F: +1 713 880 2734 
E: david.kennedy@nautronix.com 
W: www.nautronix.com 

SMS 
 

Laderhammerveien 4 
7041 Trondheim 
T: +47 73 99 18 00  
F: +47 73 99 18 20 
E: helge@smsc.no  
W: www.smsc.no 

The Dynamic Positioning 
Centre 

59 Lafone Street 
London, SE1 2LX 
T: +44 20 7407 3131 
F: +44 20 7357 9621 
E: info@thedpcentre.com 
W: www.thedpcentre.com 
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ANNEX 4 
 
T H E   N A U T I C A L   I N S T I T U T E 
 
Considerations for centres seeking accreditation 
 

• Discuss the issues in confidence with the Institute 
 
• Consider the most appropriate form of accreditation which may be from other 

sources 
 
• Decide which approach best suits your need 

 
If The Nautical Institute is chosen: 
 

• Discuss in more detail the broad requirements with the Institute including timescale 
for accreditation procedures 
 

• Start preparing course(s) to meet The Institute’s accreditation procedures 
 
• Write formally at least six weeks before the agreed date 
 
• Submit documentation at least one month before due date 
 
• Prepare to receive assessors during a course 
 
• Take note of comments and recommendations 
 
• Receive Certificate 

 
For further information contact Mr. I.C. Giddings, BA FNI, Education and Training Manager, 
The Nautical Institute, 202 Lambeth Road, London, SE1 7LQ 
Tel: +20 7928 1351, Fax +20 7401 2817, e-mail: icg@nautinst.org 
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T H E   N A U T I C A L   I N S T I T U T E 
 
ACCREDITATION SERVICES 
 
Introduction: 
 
The Nautical Institute provides a variety of accreditation services and the following guidance is 
designed to illustrate how these services fit into the wider context of verification.  There are many 
different meanings given to accreditation and for the purpose of this guidance the following 
definitions apply. 
 
VALIDATION:  This is the process of ensuring a proven competence in a particular discipline 
through approved training and assessed competence.  At the end of the process The Nautical 
Institute issues a certificate on completion of the programme. 
 
ACCREDITATION:  This is an assessment of a training centre offering a particular course 
where The Nautical Institute verifies the standard and issues the training centre with a certificate.  
The training centre is assessed at regular intervals, has to maintain certain standards and keep 
records. 
 
APPROVAL:  Is a generic term applied to any approved training course or programme.  It 
derives its meaning by discriminating between those courses which are approved to comply with 
governmental or industry standards and those which are not. 
 
ASSESSMENT:  This is the process undertaken to validate or accredit industrial training. 
 
Factors to be considered when seeking approval from The Nautical Institute. 
 
There are many different ways to gain approval for training programmes and it is necessary to 
consider both the appropriate authority and funding arrangements.  For example certificates of 
competency and the associated short courses are approved under STCW 95 by Flag States.  Under 
these circumstances the Flag State would have to delegate authority to The Nautical Institute to 
validate or accredit a course on their behalf. 
 
Many educational and vocational training programmes are linked to national funding 
arrangements.  The education authorities providing the funding generally have procedures for 
validating and accrediting approved courses.  Under these circumstances The Nautical Institute 
would not seek to become involved unless the education authorities delegate this function. 
 
Training centres offering specialist training which is not mandatory or funded, have a number of 
options which they can consider if they want to obtain some form of outside recognition for the 
training they provide.  There are advantages and disadvantages with each approach. 
 
National training organisation recognition:  Most industrial sectors have training organisations 
whose main role is to encourage training, develop relevant training to meet new needs and to 
harmonise standards nationally.  Many such training organisations have links with similar 
organisations in other countries e.g. offshore energy operations and the ports industry.  National 
training organisations often have access to funding for approved training either directly or 
indirectly. 
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The limitations concerning the use of national training organisations for validation and 
accreditation are seen in an international context where there is a need to have independent 
assessment which is recognised internationally.  Training organisations are competitive and 
therefore may not be impartial when supporting individual programmes overseas. 
 
Quality standards:  Training centres can choose a variety of quality standard awarding bodies 
through which to become approved.  These may include the registered quality assessment 
organisations or national schemes such as Investment in People. 
 
Generally the quality standard applies to the training centre rather than to individual courses.  The 
centre uses the quality organisation to approve the practices and procedures used by the training 
centre.  The quality audit is designed to ensure that the quality standards put forward by the 
training centre are met consistently.  The quality standard can be high or low. 
 
The main limitation in using quality assurance for training is the fact that the auditors are not 
necessarily experts in the specific application of individual courses.  As a result the quality 
assurance process seldom has a direct link with the industry or the trainees who are dependent on 
the standard. 
 
Professional recognition:  Professional institutions which establish professional qualifications as 
requirement or recommendation to practice, protect their standards by accrediting educational 
courses of study which can lead to membership or a component of the membership qualification.  
Where the professional association, in the UK, carries the authority to licence practitioners such 
as The Law Society, The Institute of Chartered Accountants or The Chartered Institute of 
Physiotherapy the associations will generally have the recognition bestowed upon them by the 
Privy Council who can confer chartered status on the organisations concerned.  Also Professional 
associations often validate and accredit specialist courses within their special competence. 
 
The Nautical Institute:  Is an international professional association for qualified mariners and 
runs accreditation services.  For example the Institute validates the training programme and issues 
certificates for officers in charge of a watch on dynamic positioning vessels.  The Institute 
currently accredits fourteen simulator centres in seven different countries and has a central 
register of all certificates issued. 
 
The Institute accredits training on behalf of the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency on oil spill 
response as defined by the International Oil Spill Preparedness and Response, and co-operation 
Convention OPRC which has been ratified by the UK Government. 
 
Here the Institute accredits seven centres offering different levels of training but each level is 
accredited to the same standard. 
 
The benefits of using The Nautical Institute for this work are seen in two complementary aspects. 
 
First the Institute can accredit uniform standards internationally.  Where ships crews are 
concerned this is a particular advantage as for example an officer can take the dynamic 
positioning operations induction programme in one centre in one country and the follow on 
simulator programme in another centre in a different country to obtain a valid certificate.  
Because there is just one international standard all certificates are recognised world-wide without 
question. 
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Although accepted internationally it must be stated that DP Certification, though covering critical 
operations at sea is not mandatory but certification is generally required as a charterer’s condition 
of hire. 
 
The Institute’s involvement in accreditation means that all centres offering the same courses are 
delivering the same standard.  Training provides like this as it maintains uniformity of standards 
and prevents composition on lower standards.  The Industry welcomes uniform certification. 
 
A particular value in using The Nautical Institute is its approach to validation and accreditation 
which is designed to support and improve the relevance of the training.  This is done in three 
ways:- 
 

(i) Where possible the assessors are drawn from industry and/or other training 
centres offering the same courses so ensuring relevance and team support. 

(ii) The Institute organises an annual users and trainers forum to discuss problems, 
identify trends and consider improvements 

(iii) The Institute issues a newsletter to keep training centres in touch with recent 
developments  
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T H E   N A U T I C A L   I N S T I T U T E 
 
VALIDATION AND ACCREDITATION PROCEDURES 
 
Formal request: When it has been decided to seek accreditation the training centre must  
   make a formal written request to the Institute’s Education and Training  
   Manager. 
 
Contents of the 
request:  The contents must specify in general terms the following  information: 
 
    The name of the course or programme 
    The objectives 
    The method(s) of delivery 
    The outline syllabus 
    The nature of the supporting documentation 
    The broad qualifications of the instructors 

What the student should be able to do or demonstrate on
 completion of the training. 

 
Timing of the request: The Institute suggests a minimum of six weeks before the 

Assessment so that pre-assessment queries can be resolved prior 
to the assessment.  

The scheme of 
Assessment:  The assessors will require evidence of the following: 
 
   (i) The course objectives are relevant and meet    
    industrial/occupational needs 
   (ii) The overall philosophy of the training strategy   
   (iii) The training manuals, documentation, equipment and where  
    relevant simulation or exercises     
   (iv) The methods of delivery     
   (v) The course documentation, the keeping of records, conduct and  
    programming of the course and general administrative   
    arrangements       
   (vi) The qualifications and suitability of the training staff 
   (vii) Accommodation, lecture rooms, equipment and safety   
    considerations 
   (viii) The examination or other assessment methods to verify the  
    standard of understanding obtained by the student  
   (ix ) A formal student feedback system to record feedback from  
    students concerning the content and conduct of the course 
   (x) The procedures for issuing course certificates 
   (xi) Methods of dealing with complaints and appeals 
 
The Instructors’ manual: 
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Each course must be supported by an instructors’ manual which will contain the background 
material from which the training is derived together with well structured documentation  
 
demonstrating how the course material is to be delivered, copies of the slides, overheads or power 
points and the learning objectives for each session.  This course material should be submitted one 
month before the agreed date of the assessment.  Copies of the student handouts should be 
contained within the manual. 
 
As a general rule the centre will have to demonstrate how it intends to conduct the training. In so 
doing it must supply the course structure, the scheme of work, lesson plans, exercises, practicals 
and the relevant teaching materials.  These activities must be supported by good administration 
and record keeping. 
 
The Assessors: 
At all times there will be a minimum of two assessors one of whom will be a practitioner in the 
area under review and the other an experienced training manager linked to the Institute’s 
administrative staff.  Additional specialist assessors may be called in when appropriate 
 
Scheme of assessment: 
The assessors will receive the course documentation one-month in advance and will then visit the 
centre on the chosen date.  When a course is running the assessors will expect to talk to students 
and instructors whilst the course is running. 
 
The assessors will verify: 
    (a) The purpose of the course 
    (b) The methods of delivery 
    (c) The appropriateness of the training 
    (d) The qualifications and skills of the trainers 
    (e) The course documentation and methods of delivery 
    (f) Correct use of equipment    

   (g) The range and scope of practical exercises and how they 
    are conducted 

    (h) The course administration 
    (i) The testing arrangements 
    (j) The student feed-back questionnaires 
    (k) A master training manual to be kept up to date by the 
     centre, which is available for audit at anytime 

(l) The maintenance arrangement and records for keeping 
equipment in working order and reliably available (with 
particular reference to simulators) 

  
New Centres: 
There is a problem of advertising accredited course before they have been accredited.  The 
practical solution is as follows:  When the centre sends in the course documentation and 
instructor qualifications, provided they are of an acceptable standard, the centre will be given 
provisional validation until the formal visit.  If the validation is successful the centre will 
normally be accredited for three years.  If the centre was unsuccessful, the students on the course 
may be asked to attend an independent personal assessment from an approved individual. 
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Where a centre is unsuccessful it will be told the reasons and asked to re-submit its application.  
The Nautical Institute aims to be supportive throughout this period. 
 
 
Accreditation: 
The assessors will write formally to award accreditation at three levels: 
  

(a) Approval subject to minor improvements 
 
 
 (b) Approval subject to significant improvements which must be confirmed by due  
  dates  

(c)  Failure and re-submission with reasons 
 

Centre Certification: 
On successfully obtaining accreditation The Nautical Institute will issue a certificate to the centre 
with authorisation to add the Institute’s logo and the words Validated/Accredited by The Nautical 
Institute as its course literature.  The Institute will publish details of the accreditation in its 
international journal SEAWAYS. 
 
The cost of assessment: 
The Nautical Institute is a not for profit organisation and will carry out the assessment at full cost 
recovery plus 12½% for administrative overheads.  Typical costs are as follows: 
 

Pre-course assessment, reviewing documentation - 2 man-days 
 Course assessment two-man days 
 Travel and accommodation as relevant 
 Expenses, taxis, meals if relevant 
 Follow up action centre certification etc  - one man-day 
 The cost of Value Added Tax in the UK 
 
Harmonisation of standards: 
The policy of The Nautical Institute is to: 
 
 (i) Ensure similar courses conducted by different establishments for the same  
  purpose meet the same standards. 
 (ii) Ensure that when distance learning techniques are used as a means of   
  preparation: the programmes are properly harmonised with the course objectives 
 (iii) Ensure that when courses cover the activities of several different disciplines 
  experts with the required amount of expertise are bought in to the training  
  programmes, e.g. Health and Safety inspectors, Government surveyors,   
   chemists, lawyers or medical practitioners. 
 
The Nautical Institute’s Quality Standards 
 
The procedures in this section are approved by the Institute’s Council who have delegated their 
detailed application to the Institute’s Education and Training Committee.  The committee first 
approves and then inspects the validation procedures.  The committee requires to be kept 
informed of all validation and accreditation activities. 
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It is the intention of The Nautical Institute to seek quality assurance for its accreditation practices 
and procedures.  All Institute records are being developed with this in mind.  There is however, a  
serious consideration of cost which would have to be borne by the training centres and a decision 
will be made to proceed when the accreditation services become viable to do so. 
 
In most cases training organisations hold copyright of their training materials and prefer to have 
control of all manuals on site.  The Institute supports this approach but requires at least one 
master record to be kept by the training centre, which can be audited at any time. 
 
The value of accreditation should be seen as a shared partnership between the centre and The 
Nautical Institute based upon agreed standards and specified trainee performance. 


